
THE EARLY ACHARONIM  -  OVERVIEW

16th - 17th CENTURIES

During the era of the Rishonim (11th to 15th centuries) the physical
conditions prevailing during this time period allowed for very little
cross-fertilization between the scholarly communities of the various
countries wherein Jews lived. Each community developed internally and
thereby evolved its own distinctive style.

Starting with the latter 15th century drastic changes were beginning to
occur. Travel between countries was becoming less difficult, and also more
frequent. In addition, the invention of the printing press made the
dissemination of ideas and scholarship far easier than it had been
previously. And lastly, the expulsion of Spanish Jewry from its fatherland
now brought the exiles into personal contact with Jews in many far-flung
lands.

The customs and practices of the Ashkenazic and Sephardic
communities now became known to one another, and a common approach
to halacha fused into a universally accepted code. R. Yosef Caro’s
Shulchan Aruch now became the authoritative code for Jewish law, unifying
both branches of Jewry  within a common religious and scholarly heritage.

The differences between Ashkenazim and Sephardim now manifested
itself mainly in the realm of culture, lifestyle, and other external
phenomena. But the world of scholarship united them into one organic
entity.

The numerous expulsions that affected European Jewry resulted in
far-reaching shifts of Jewish populations. Jews were now no longer officially
welcomed in either England, France, Spain, or Portugal. The Jews of
Germany and Austria also faced smaller expulsions from one minor region
to another. Spanish Jews settled mostly in countries ringing the
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Mediterranean Sea. The greatest number went to Turkey, with sizable
groups also settling in Italy, Egypt, and Morocco. As for German Jews,
many now emigrated to the countries of eastern Europe, including
Bohemia, Moravia, and Poland.

Ironically, in both the Ashkenazic and Sephardic communities, there was
an almost unprecedented surge in Torah scholarship. Fundamental works
in both halacha and kabbalah were written during this era - the Shulchan
Aruch under the joint scholarship of both R. Yosef Caro and R. Moshe
Isserles (Rema), plus the kabbalsitic works of R. Yitzchak Luria (Arizal), R.
Chaim Vital, and R. Moshe Cordovero. All were composed at this time
period ensuring the continuity of Torah scholarship and observance into our
modern age.
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